Efficacy, Toxicity, and Pharmacokinetics of Intra-Arterial Chemotherapy Versus Intravenous Chemotherapy for Retinoblastoma in Animal Models and Patients
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Purpose: Through controlled comparative rabbit experiments and parallel patient studies, our purpose was to understand mechanisms underlying differences in efficacy and toxicity between intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) and intravenous chemotherapy (IVC).

Methods: In rabbits, ocular tissue drug levels were measured following IAC and IVC. Retinal toxicity was assessed using electroretinography, fluorescein angiography, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and OCT angiography. Efficacy to eradicate retinoblastoma orthotopic xenografts was compared. In IAC and IVC patients, we measured blood carboplatin pharmacokinetics and compared efficacy and toxicity.

Results: In rabbits receiving IAC, maximum carboplatin levels were 134 times greater in retina (P = 0.01) and 411 times greater in vitreous (P < 0.001), and total carboplatin (area under the curve) was 123 times greater in retina (P = 0.005) and 131 times greater in vitreous (P = 0.02) compared with IVC. Melphalan levels were 12 times greater (P = 0.003) in retina and 26 times greater in vitreous (P < 0.001) for IAC. Blood levels were not different. IAC melphalan (but not IV melphalan or IV carboplatin, etoposide, and vincristine) caused widespread apoptosis in retinoblastoma xenografts but no functional retinal toxicity or cytopenias. In patients, blood levels following IVC were greater (P < 0.001) but, when adjusted for treatment dose, were not statistically different. Per treatment cycle in patients, IVC caused higher rates of anemia (0.32 ± 0.29 vs. 0.01 ± 0.04; P = 0.0086), thrombocytopenia (0.5 ± 0.42 vs. 0.0 ± 0.0; P = 0.0042), and neutropenia (0.58 ± 0.3 vs. 0.31 ± 0.25; P = 0.032) but lower treatment success rates (P = 0.0017).
Introduction

Intravenous chemotherapy (IVC) achieves relatively poor rates of globe salvage for more advanced retinoblastoma (RB) eyes (International Classification groups D and E), particularly in eyes with vitreous seeds. During the past decade, intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC), with chemotherapy delivered endovascularly via a microcatheter directly to the ophthalmic artery, has increasingly replaced IVC as primary therapy for RB at many centers around the world. IAC has been shown to have greater success at eradicating intraocular RB and salvaging eyes than IVC. This difference is most pronounced when treating tumor types that historically were more difficult to treat with IVC, such as eyes with vitreous seeds or the highly differentiated (or “cavitary”) form of RB.

IVC is associated with systemic toxicities, including cytopenias, neutropenic fever, and the need for transfusions. Although systemic adverse events such as neutropenia can also occur with IAC, clinical evidence suggests that these events are less common than with IVC. However, IAC can be associated with ocular toxicities, including minor and transient events such as eyelid swelling and erythema, as well as vision-threatening consequences including chorioretinal infarctions and atrophy. Serious complications represent a minority of ocular complications with IAC and appear to decrease with procedural experience. However, taken together, IAC ocular complications are not rare and the prevalence of vision-threatening complications in particular is higher with IAC than with IVC.

There are several challenges when using clinical experience to compare the efficacy and systemic and ocular toxicity of IAC versus IVC:

1. **Patients have very variable disease**—Because an eye can only receive, as first line, either IAC or IVC, it is difficult to compare responses among eyes directly, and there is likely selection bias, where eyes with more advanced disease are more likely to receive IAC as first-line therapy.

2. **Variable number of treatments and variable drugs and drug combinations utilized**—Chemotherapy regimens and number of cycles are relatively standardized for IVC, but IAC regimens may involve different combinations of drugs that vary from one cycle to the next.

3. **Variable measures of success**—With IAC available for “rescue,” one may declare treatment “failure” with IVC sooner, even if that eye could ultimately be salvaged with increased intensity IV regimens.

4. **Variable measures of toxicity**—Because a course of IAC usually requires fewer treatment cycles than a course of IVC, the opportunity to develop cytopenias and other adverse events (the denominator) is numerically greater with IVC, and the drug regimens used for IAC may vary from one cycle to the next, making it difficult to identify the agent associated with the toxicity seen, especially when multiple agents are given simultaneously.

5. **Pharmacokinetic measures**—It is very difficult to measure and compare tissue drug levels during ongoing therapy, especially for intraocular structures.

6. **Patient-based dosing**—IVC dosing is based almost exclusively on patient weight or body surface area, whereas IAC doses are more standardized for all patients (with only broad attempts to alter dosing based on patient age).

Because of the difficulties studying IAC parameters in patients directly and to facilitate future drug discovery for IAC, we recently developed a rabbit model of IAC and a rabbit xenograft model in which to directly assess the efficacy of IAC and intravitreal chemotherapy. We have also previously described a complete toxicity-assessment platform to better understand the mechanisms and drivers of ocular toxicity with IAC.

Using our animal models combined with parallel studies in RB patients, the goal of this study was to compare the pharmacokinetics, efficacy, and ocular and systemic toxicity of IAC versus IVC in a highly controlled fashion that obviates some of the above-described challenges. Through these controlled...
experiments, this study has created a unified model for the increased efficacy and decreased toxicity observed with IAC, based on the principle of relative ocular versus systemic pharmacokinetics, thus explaining the findings of many previous studies in the field.

**Methods**

**Statement of Research Ethics**

All animal experiments were performed under the auspices of the Vanderbilt Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and adhered to the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. For clinical studies, Vanderbilt University Medical Center Institutional Review Board approval was obtained; this study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was performed in accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Informed consent was obtained from patients for all procedures performed.

**Rabbit IAC Technique**

All experiments used 2.7 – 3.2 kg New Zealand White rabbits. IAC was performed using the technique we have described previously. Briefly, surgical exposure of the femoral artery was obtained via cut-down, and an arteriotomy was created with a 4-French micropuncture system. The rabbits were heparinized, and a 1.5-French microcatheter was advanced into the common carotid artery under fluoroscopic guidance. Rabbits have both an internal and external ophthalmic artery (OA), and the dominant OA was determined angiographically. The microcatheter was navigated to the dominant OA for each particular rabbit, and the selected drug and dose of chemotherapy was infused over 5 minutes in a pulsatile fashion. All melphalan infusions were performed within 1 hour following reconstitution of the melphalan hydrochloride.

**Pharmacokinetic Studies**

We first explored the pharmacokinetics of drugs administered either intra-arterially or intravenously. Controlled experiments were performed in rabbits using the same dose of each drug via different routes, and drug levels in blood and ocular tissues were analyzed at serial time points. In humans, the studies focused on blood pharmacokinetics. Below, we describe the methodology for the rabbit studies and for the human studies, as well as the statistical analyses performed.

**Rabbit Pharmacokinetic Studies**

For carboplatin, the pharmacokinetic (PK) experiments utilized the clinically used dose of 50 mg for IAC, and an equivalent dose of 50 mg was used intravenously (comparable to the 18.6 mg/kg used in small children, for these 2.7-to 2.8-kg rabbits). For melphalan experiments, the intra-arterial or intravenous dose was 1.2 mg (0.4 mg/kg), based on prior work by our group and others. In the carboplatin experiments, rabbits were euthanized at one of five different time points: 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, or 6 hours following completion of the carboplatin infusion. For the carboplatin experiments, there were three rabbits per time point per route (IAC or IVC). For the melphalan experiments, all rabbits were sacrificed 30 minutes following completion of melphalan administration. For the melphalan experiments, there were three rabbits per route (IAC or IVC). Thus, there were 36 total rabbits across the PK experiments. All rabbits in the PK experiments were non–tumor-bearing. At the specified time points, the eyes were removed and ocular tissues isolated. All samples were immediately frozen on dry ice and stored at –80°C.

**Patient Pharmacokinetics Studies**

Patients receiving intra-arterial carboplatin to treat intraocular RB (n = 3 patients) or receiving IV carboplatin either for the treatment of intraocular RB or as adjuvant therapy following an enucleation in which there were pathologic high risk features (n = 5 patients) were included in this study, with all treatments provided as part of standard of care. Serial blood samples were obtained at 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, and 6 hours following completion of the carboplatin infusion, and plasma was isolated and frozen prior to being analyzed as described above.
Statistics for Pharmacokinetic Studies

The PK metrics (maximum concentration \( [C_{\text{max}}] \) and area under the concentration time curve \([\text{AUC}]\)) in rabbits and in patients were summarized in the figures using mean ± SE unless otherwise specified. In rabbits, \( C_{\text{max}} \) values between two treatment groups (or two sample types) were compared using Welch’s \( t \)-test for independent samples and a paired \( t \)-test for related samples. In patients, the \( C_{\text{max}} \) values from two treatment groups were evaluated using the linear mixed-effects model to account for the correlated observations within a patient. Using model-based (least-square) means, the concentrations by treatment were estimated and compared with the Wald test. The AUC from zero to the last observed time point \((\text{AUC}_{0-\text{t}_{\text{last}}})\) was estimated using the linear trapezoidal rule to approximate the integral. The 95% confidence interval for \( \text{AUC}_{0-\text{t}_{\text{last}}} \) by sample type and their difference were estimated based on a \( t \)-distribution without assuming equal variance (Satterthwaite degrees of freedom). For correlated observations within a rabbit, the differences between sample types were calculated and used to estimate the difference mean \( \text{AUC}_D \) and its 95% confidence interval. Data were analyzed on a natural log, if necessary, to reduce variability of data or to meet normality assumptions.

Efficacy Studies

To compare the efficacy of IAC versus IVC, we first performed controlled experiments in rabbits. We then analyzed the real-world efficacy of IAC versus IVC in our clinical patient cohort. The methodology for these experiments is presented below, first for rabbits and then for the clinical patient cohort.

Rabbit Efficacy Studies

RB vitreous seeds were generated by injection of 1,000,000 WERI-Rb1 cells into the vitreous of cyclosporine-immunocompromised rabbits, as we have described previously. After waiting 2 weeks for the cells to form into vitreous seeds, rabbits were treated with a single administration of intra-arterial melphalan 3.6 mg (a clinically relevant dose, based on work by our group and others), intra-arterial saline, intravenous melphalan 3.6 mg, or intravenous carboplatin (18.6 mg/kg), etoposide (5 mg/kg), and vincristine (0.025 mg/kg) (IV CEV). Rabbits were sacrificed 2 weeks following treatment, and the eyes were removed, fixed, and prepared as we have described previously. Immunohistochemistry for cleaved caspase-3 antibody (ab208161; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) at a dilution of 1:100 was performed to assess for apoptosis with a BOND-MAX Autostainer (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) using H2 antigen retrieval for 20 minutes. This caspase-3 antibody labels activated caspase-3 following induction of apoptosis. Slides were evaluated by an experienced veterinary pathologist (KLB).

Patient Efficacy Studies

We retrospectively reviewed the last 50 cycles of IAC and 50 cycles of IVC administered at our institution, for RB patients in whom there was at least 2 years of follow-up. Treatment success was defined as complete eradication of intraocular tumor by the primary treatment (IAC or IVC), without need for enucleation or external beam radiation and without the need for IAC rescue of IVC-treated eyes, and was compared using Kaplan–Meier survival estimates. This cohort has partial overlap with some patients included in a previously described cohort, although the outcome measures being assessed here are not the same.

Toxicity Studies

To study the ocular and systemic toxicity associated with IAC versus IVC, we first performed controlled rabbit experiments. We then analyzed the real-world toxicity of IAC versus IVC in our clinical patient cohort. The methodology for these experiments is presented below, first for rabbits and then for the clinical patient cohort.

Rabbit Toxicity Studies

Prior to planned chemotherapy administration, baseline retinal testing was performed using a previously described toxicity-assessment platform consisting of electroretinography (ERG), clinical ophthalmic examination, fundus photography, fluorescein angiography (FA), optical coherence tomography (OCT), and OCT angiography (OCTA), using protocols that we have described previously. OCT and OCTA were performed using a custom-built engine and ophthalmic scanner. Complete blood counts (CBCs) were obtained prior to treatment and weekly until the time of euthanasia. Five to six weeks following the IAC or IVC treatment, the exact same retinal testing was performed prior to euthanasia, and both eyes were submitted for histopathology. Our predefined criteria for toxicity have been described in detail previously. Briefly, for a given cohort, toxicity for a given ERG parameter was defined as a statistically significant worsening of 25% when comparing the post-treatment values with the pretreatment values for that ERG parameter.

To evaluate the toxicity and compare the effect of treatment group over time (pre- or post-), a
linear mixed-effects model was fitted for each parameter and each test, as described previously.\textsuperscript{23} Using model-based (least-square) means, the average change from pre- versus post-treatment and the difference in change between different treatment groups (difference of differences) were estimated and compared with the Wald test. The toxicity for a treatment is defined as above. Bonferroni-adjusted \( P \) values were reported to account for multiple comparisons between groups. All tests were two sided, with the \( P \) value cut-off for statistical significance set at 0.05. The analyses were performed using R 3.6.3, including packages “nlme” and “emmeans” (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

**Patient Toxicity Studies**

CBC data were obtained 7 to 10 days following IAC or IVC chemotherapy treatment to correspond with the known nadir in blood counts.\textsuperscript{28} Combined Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE, v5.0) grade 3/4 anemia, thrombocytopenia, and neutropenia were recorded, as were the number of red cell transfusions, platelet transfusions, and granulocyte colony-stimulating factor administrations. These were compared between the IAC group and the IVC group using two-sample \( t \)-tests.

**Results**

**Pharmacokinetics of IAC Versus IVC**

In the PK experiments, IAC was compared to IVC in terms of total systemic exposure and drug levels in ocular tissues relative to total systemic exposure. In rabbits, doses were standardized regardless of route, and ocular tissue and blood levels were both measured. In patients undergoing active treatment, studies were limited to comparisons of systemic drug exposure (blood concentrations).

**Pharmacokinetics in Rabbits**

Following IAC administration of 50-mg carboplatin, maximum drug levels (C\textsubscript{max}) achieved in the retina of the treated eye (1435 ± 753 \( \mu \)M) were greater than those achieved in the vitreous (419 ± 124 \( \mu \)M), which in turn were greater than those achieved in the blood (148 ± 27 \( \mu \)M); for retina versus vitreous, \( P = 0.04 \), and for vitreous versus blood, \( P = 0.05 \) (note that retina has a specific gravity of 1.0 g/mL\textsuperscript{29}). C\textsubscript{max} values for retina and vitreous were achieved by the 30-minute time point, and in the blood at 1 hour. The total carboplatin exposure, as measured by the AUC was also greater in the retina (1446 ± 325 \( \mu \)M·hr) than in the vitreous (583 ± 129 \( \mu \)M·hr; \( P = 0.02 \)), consistent with our previous findings of drug accumulation of melphalan in the retina following IAC.\textsuperscript{21} The observed AUC in the vitreous was greater than that in the blood (359 ± 55.5 \( \mu \)M·hr), but this effect did not reach statistical significance (\( P = 0.106 \)).

Retina carboplatin levels achieved a C\textsubscript{max} following IAC (1435 ± 753 \( \mu \)M) that was 134-fold greater than for IVC (10.7 ± 0.27 \( \mu \)M; \( P = 0.01 \)), and a 123-fold greater AUC following IAC (1446 ± 325 \( \mu \)M·hr) compared with IVC (11.8 ± 0.67 \( \mu \)M·hr; \( P = 0.005 \)). Vitreous carboplatin levels achieved a C\textsubscript{max} following IAC (419 ± 124 \( \mu \)M) that was 411-fold greater than IVC (1.02 ± 0.136 \( \mu \)M; \( P < 0.001 \)), and a 131-fold greater AUC following IAC (583 ± 129 \( \mu \)M·hr) compared with IVC (4.44 ± 0.907 \( \mu \)M·hr; \( P = 0.02 \)). Blood carboplatin levels achieved a C\textsubscript{max} following IAC (148 ± 27 \( \mu \)M) that was not statistically different from IVC (145 ± 14 \( \mu \)M), and the AUC following IAC (359 ± 55 \( \mu \)M·hr) likewise did not differ statistically from IVC (224 ± 8.8 \( \mu \)M·hr) (Fig. 1).

Similarly, 30 minutes after intra-arterial administration of 1.2 mg of melphalan, the concentration achieved in the retina of the treated eye (4.95 ± 1.18 \( \mu \)M) was 12-fold greater than that achieved following IVC (0.415 ± 0.058 \( \mu \)M; \( P = 0.003 \)), and the concentration achieved in the vitreous of the treated eye (1.401 ± 0.315 \( \mu \)M) was 26-fold greater than that achieved following IVC (0.054 ± 0.013 \( \mu \)M; \( P < 0.001 \)). The concentration achieved in the vitreous of the untreated eye after IAC (0.017 ± 0.019 \( \mu \)M), presumably via systemic recirculation following venous return, was statistically the same as that achieved following IVC. There was no difference between the concentrations achieved in the blood following IAC (1.044 ± 0.151 \( \mu \)M) or IVC (1.153 ± 0.121 \( \mu \)M; \( P = 0.60 \)) (Fig. 2).

**Pharmacokinetics in Patients**

To corroborate our rabbit systemic drug exposure findings, we collected serial blood levels from RB patients following intra-arterial or intravenous administration of carboplatin being performed as part of standard-of-care treatment. The carboplatin dose was 18.6 mg/kg when given intravenously in a regimen that also included IV etoposide and vincristine. The intra-arterial carboplatin dose was 50 mg. Mixed-effect modeling demonstrated that the maximum carboplatin plasma concentrations were higher following IVC (66.67 \( \mu \)M; 95% confidence interval [CI], 50.90–87.33) than following IAC (26.18 \( \mu \)M; 95% CI, 21.34–32.12; \( P = 0.01 \)). Similarly, AUCs were greater following IVC (135.6 \( \mu \)M·hr; 95% CI, 114.3–156.9) than following IAC (45.8 \( \mu \)M·hr; 95% CI, 39.5–52.1; \( P < 0.001 \)) (Fig. 3).
Figure 1. Carboplatin levels in the retina (A, B), vitreous (C, D), or blood plasma (E, F) following intra-arterial or intravenous administration in the rabbit model. The highest concentration achieved ($C_{\text{max}}$) is shown in panels A, C, and E, and the AUCs are shown in B, D, and F. For the same dose of carboplatin administered, the highest drug concentrations achieved ($C_{\text{max}}$) and overall drug exposure (AUC) in the retina and vitreous were both significantly greater for intra-arterial chemotherapy than for intravenous chemotherapy. However, the $C_{\text{max}}$ and AUC in the blood was not significantly different based on the administration route. $C_{\text{max}}$ values were analyzed on a natural log scale.

Because the plasma concentration is dependent on the volume of blood into which the chemotherapy dose is diluted and the patients were of different sizes, we compared the total carboplatin present in the blood as the concentration $\times$ estimated blood volume (EBV; estimated based on patient weight and the formula $\text{EBV} \ [\text{mL}] = \text{weight} \ [\text{kg}] \times 75$ [mL/kg]). Mixed-effect modeling demonstrated that
EBV-adjusted carboplatin levels were higher following IVC (55,023 μM·mL; 95% CI, 37,534–80,660) than following IAC (18,938 μM·mL; 95% CI, 14,280–25,115; \( P = 0.01 \)). Similarly, AUCs were greater following IVC (111,478 μM·mL·hr; 95% CI, 99,270–123,686) than following IAC (36,019 μM·mL·hr; 95% CI, 30,938–41,099; \( P < 0.001 \)) (Fig. 3).

It should be noted, however, that IVC patients received a much higher dose of carboplatin, on average, than did IAC patients (mean of 212 ± 57 mg for IV vs. 50 mg for IAC). Therefore, to truly compare the carboplatin blood exposure, we divided the total blood carboplatin calculated for each patient by the dose of carboplatin that was administered to give us the carboplatin plasma dose per dose of drug administered. Mixed-effect modeling demonstrated that there was no statistically significant difference between the \( C_{\text{max}} \) following IVC (264 μM·mL/mg; 95% CI, 191–364) or IAC (396 μM·mL/mg; 95% CI, 313–502), or between the AUC following IVC (547 μM·mL·hr/mg; 95% CI, 461–633) or IAC (720 μM·mL·hr/mg; 95% CI, 618–822), when accounting for the varying doses administered.

**Comparative Efficacy of IAC Versus IVC**

In rabbits, disease burden was standardized by injection of identical numbers of tumor cells, and identical melphalan doses were administered by IAC or IVC (and compared with the standard IV CEV regimen). In patients, efficacy was assessed based on clinical response and treatment success in a retrospective cohort of patients.

**Efficacy in Rabbits**

A single intra-arterial administration of 3.6 mg melphalan in rabbits caused widespread disruption of vitreous seed xenografts and apoptosis in all tumor cells in vivo, as measured by the widespread induction of cleaved caspase-3 on immunohistochemistry 2 weeks following treatment (Fig. 4). In contrast, the same 3.6-mg dose of melphalan administered intravenously caused no apoptosis. Similarly, standard IV chemotherapy with CEV (see Methods section for dosing) was not effective against vitreous seed xenografts in rabbits (Fig. 4).

**Efficacy in Patients**

The planned cohort of ~50 IAC treatment cycles and ~50 IVC cycles actually consisted of 50 IAC cycles and 55 IVC cycles, as we did not want to break up the final IVC patient’s six-cycle course. All eyes have at least 2 years of follow-up after treatment. There were no group E eyes in either group, as our practice at the time was to treat all group E eyes with primary enucleation. The 12 IVC-treated eyes (10 patients) included six group D eyes with diffuse seeds, and the 15 IAC-treated eyes (12 patients) included eight group D eyes with diffuse seeds (fraction group D for IVC vs. IAC, \( P = 1.0 \)). Treatment success was achieved with IVC and local consolidation in six of 12 eyes (50%). Of the
IAC vs. IVC for Retinoblastoma

Figure 3. Carboplatin levels in the blood of patients following intra-arterial or intravenous administration. Blood levels of carboplatin vary as a function of infusion dose, not route of administration, with the same fraction of the initial drug entering the systemic circulation regardless of how it was administered. (A, B) Carboplatin concentrations measured in blood plasma. Significantly higher carboplatin concentrations were found with IVC than IAC. (C, D) When accounting for the calculated total blood volumes of the specific treated individuals, the total blood carboplatin concentrations were still greater with IVC than IAC. (E, F) Patients initially received different doses of carboplatin; IVC patients received much higher initial doses than IAC patients. When accounting for both the calculated total blood volume of each patient and the initial carboplatin dose that was infused, the total amount of carboplatin in the patients’ blood was no different for IAC versus IVC patients. Data were analyzed on a natural log scale. The predicted mean with 95% CI are presented in parts A, C, and E.

six failures, one was immediately enucleated; the other five received IAC and were all rescued (and are also included in the IAC cohort). Treatment success was achieved in all 15 of the IAC-treated eyes (10 primarily treated and five treated as rescue following IVC). By Kaplan–Meier survival analysis, the probability of treatment success at 3 years was greater for IAC (100%; 95% CI, 100–100) than for IVC (47%; 95% CI, 25–88; \( P = 0.0017 \), log-rank test).

Toxicity With IAC Versus IVC

In rabbits, ocular and systemic toxicity was assessed during standardized experiments where identical melphalan doses were administered by IAC or IVC (and compared with the standard IV CEV regimen). In patients, toxicity was evaluated in a retrospective cohort of patients undergoing treatment with IAC or IVC for active RB.
Figure 4. Efficacy of intra-arterial chemotherapy versus intravenous chemotherapy against retinoblastoma xenograft vitreous seeds in the rabbit model. This figure shows immunohistochemical staining with cleaved caspase-3, a marker for apoptosis. In this immunohistochemistry figure, brown-stained cells are undergoing apoptosis, and blue cells (i.e., cells that are not stained brown) are not undergoing apoptosis. (A) All vitreous seeds were significantly regressed in the IAC treated eye, with all retinoblastoma cells staining positively for cleaved caspase-3 via immunohistochemistry, indicating that they were all already undergoing apoptosis. In contrast, immunohistochemistry for cleaved caspase-3 revealed no positivity for retinoblastoma vitreous seed cells following administration of the same dose of melphalan intravenously (B) or following standard intravenous CEV administration (C).

Toxicity in Rabbits

Non–tumor-bearing rabbits were treated with unilateral intra-arterial melphalan (3.6 mg) or intra-arterial saline as a control, with IV melphalan (3.6 mg), or with IV CEV at standard weight-based doses (see Methods for CEV dosing). ERGs, fundus photos, FA, OCT, OCTA, and clinical examination were performed prior to chemotherapy treatment, and again at 5 to 6 weeks following treatment.

There were no significant reductions in ERG amplitudes, or prolongations of ERG implicit times, in any of the four treatment cohorts (Fig. 5). There were no major vascular occlusions on FA, no retinal microvascular loss on OCTA, no retinal thinning seen on OCT, and no retinal degeneration seen on histopathology in the IAC melphalan-treated cohort. Similarly, none of these signs of retinal structural toxicity was seen in the IV melphalan, IV CEV, or IA saline-treated cohorts.

For the rabbits treated with IAC carboplatin, massive periocular swelling necessitated euthanasia earlier than the 5–6 week time point, and so post-treatment ERGs, OCTs, or OCTAs were not performed. We have reported the carboplatin-induced toxicity findings previously.30 Briefly, at both the 50-mg dose and at the rabbit eye size-adjusted dose of 25 mg, these findings included massive vasogenic edema of intraocular and extraocular structures, including conjunctival edema, extraocular muscle myodegeneration, and myonecrosis; temporally progressive choroidal necrotizing endarteritis; and retinal detachment and degeneration.

Weekly CBCs showed no cytopenias in any of the IAC melphalan, IA saline, IV melphalan, or IV CEV–treated cohorts. When looking at individual rabbits within each treatment cohort, rather than just the average across the entire cohort, we found that no rabbits in any of the cohorts experienced sustained cytopenias (Fig. 6).

Toxicity in Patients

Compared with patients treated with IAC, IVC–treated patients experienced more episodes of grade 3 or 4 anemia (IVC vs. IAC: 1.7 ± 1.6 vs. 0.08 ± 0.29; \( P = 0.0098 \)), more episodes of grade 3/4 thrombocytopenia (2.7 ± 2.3 vs. 0.0 ± 0.0; \( P = 0.0044 \)), and more episodes of grade 3/4 neutropenia (3.4 ± 1.9 vs. 1.3 ± 1.2; \( P = 0.0075 \)) over the course of their treatment (Figs. 7A–7C). However, eyes treated with IAC received fewer treatments overall compared with IVC–treated eyes (3.9 ± 2.0 vs. 5.4 ± 1.1; \( P = 0.02 \)). We therefore recalculated the likelihood of a grade 3 or 4 adverse hematological event per treatment cycle. IVC still caused higher rates of anemia (0.32 ± 0.29 vs. 0.01 ± 0.04; \( P = 0.0086 \)), thrombocytopenia (0.5 ± 0.42 vs. 0.0 ± 0.0; \( P = 0.0042 \)), and neutropenia (0.58 ± 0.3 vs. 0.31 ± 0.25; \( P = 0.032 \)) even when calculating on a per-treatment-cycle basis (Figs. 7D–7F).

Discussion

In this study, which examines pharmacokinetics in a rabbit model and in RB patients in parallel, we propose...
Figure 5. Comparative retinal toxicity of intra-arterial versus intravenous chemotherapy in the rabbit model. ERGs were obtained prior to and 6 weeks following treatment with intra-arterial saline, intra-arterial melphalan, intravenous melphalan, or intravenous CEV. Each is represented as an average of all rabbits in the treatment cohort, with the shaded areas representing the 95% confidence intervals. Changes in A-wave and B-wave amplitudes are shown for each test (except for 30-Hz flicker, for which there only exists a B-wave).
Figure 6. Comparative systemic toxicity of intra-arterial versus intravenous chemotherapy in the rabbit model. Weekly CBCs were obtained following intra-arterial saline, intra-arterial melphalan, intravenous melphalan, or intravenous CEV. (A–C) There were no significant differences in post-treatment absolute neutrophil counts (A), hemoglobin levels (B), or platelet counts (C) among the different treatment cohorts. In panels A to C, all are graphed as percent change from baseline. (D–F) Levels of each blood line are shown for individual rabbits in each cohort, demonstrating that there were no rabbits in any cohort that developed persistent reductions in absolute neutrophil counts (D), hemoglobin levels (E), or platelet levels (F) following treatment, regardless of route. For D–F, the different color line tracings each represent a different individual rabbit, and absolute blood counts (not percent change) are graphed.

Figure 7. Comparative systemic toxicity of intra-arterial versus intravenous chemotherapy in retinoblastoma patients. (A–C) Total number of CTCAE grade 3 or 4 anemia (A), thrombocytopenia (B), and neutropenia (C) events over the entire course of either IAC or IVC treatment. (D–F) Number of CTCAE grade 3 or 4 anemia (D), thrombocytopenia (E), and neutropenia (F) events per treatment cycle, for patients treated with either IAC or IVC.
seeds; thus, these experiments used an exogenous model of IAC occurs in those advanced eyes with vitreous seeds in rabbit eyes. The greatest relative advantage the standard IV CEV regimen had no effect on vitreous seeded xenografts in the rabbit model, whereas the same dose given intravenously did not. Similarly, in our patient cohort, carboplatin blood levels did not differ following IV or IAC after normalizing for patient blood volume and treatment dose. Tumor eradication rates were higher in the IAC cohort, and treatment with IV resulted in greater grade 3 and 4 cytopenias than did IAC.

We initially studied carboplatin, because this is the only drug used routinely in clinical practice via both the intra-arterial and intravenous routes (although it should be noted that carboplatin is used somewhat less frequently as monotherapy for IAC\textsuperscript{[17,31]} and is more commonly administered as part of a multi-agent intra-arterial regimen\textsuperscript{[8,18]}). In the rabbit model, the ocular tissue drug levels achieved in the treated eye were many times higher when delivered via IAC compared with IV. Conversely, it would require a much higher IV dose to achieve the high intraocular drug levels seen with IAC. This difference in ocular drug levels has clinical implications, as a clinically used dose of melphalan administered intra-arterially completely eradicated vitreous seeds in rabbits. In the rabbit model, IAC melphalan at clinically used doses could not eradicate the vitreous seeds in rabbits. In the rabbit model, IAC melphalan at clinically used doses did not cause retinal functional/structural toxicity or cytopenias. Similarly, in our patient cohort, carboplatin blood levels did not differ following IVC or IAC after normalizing for patient blood volume and treatment dose. Tumor eradication rates were higher in the IAC cohort, and treatment with IV resulted in greater grade 3 and 4 cytopenias than did IAC.

The efficacy with IAC seen in our patients is unsurprising given the higher ocular drug levels in the pharmacokinetic experiments in the rabbits. We acknowledge that the higher globe salvage observed in IAC patients may be due in part to treatment bias. Treatment bias exists in retrospective clinical studies of efficacy such as ours because treating physicians know that IAC is readily available as “rescue.” Thus, they might abandon the initial IV treatment course even if a prolonged course of IV or second-line chemotherapy agents or extensive local consolidation near vision-critical structures might have ultimately allowed the globe to be salvaged. Indeed, this was a factor in our IVC patients, as five patients were transitioned to IAC for rescue, and this might account for the relatively low rate of globe salvage seen with IVC in this study, which was consistent with other reported IVC success rates.\textsuperscript{32} This limitation of reporting with retrospective treatment cohorts is well known in the field and thus underscores the utility of the controlled animal experiments conducted in our study.

Our rabbit and patient pharmacokinetic studies demonstrate that systemic doses of drug achieved in the blood are equivalent, regardless of route of administration, for an equal infusion dose. In the rabbits, this point was underscored by the observation that contralateral (untreated) eyes of unilaterally treated IAC rabbits achieved drug concentrations equivalent to those seen in (both) eyes of IVC-treated rabbits. This demonstrates that the full chemotherapy dose infused into the ophthalmic artery ultimately enters the blood supply through systemic recirculation. Schaiquevich’s group previously showed that differences in topotecan\textsuperscript{33} or melphalan\textsuperscript{34} plasma concentrations following IAC are largely attributable to differences in patient weight. Our findings support and extend this point by demonstrating that, when comparing IAC to IVC, the differences in plasma concentrations are a function of both differences in patient weight and also differences in the dose that is infused with each treatment route.

Systemic adverse events are well documented with IVC treatment for RB.\textsuperscript{11,12} Cytopenias and resultant transfusions have been reported to be lower with IAC than IVC,\textsuperscript{20} although grade 3 or 4 neutropenias occur in ~40% of IAC patients at some point during their IAC course.\textsuperscript{4,13} The question is whether this reduced systemic toxicity is truly related to the route of administration. In these rabbit experiments, which directly compared the same dose of melphalan injected intra-arterially versus intravenously, we demonstrated that there were no differences in hematologic parameters based on route. In the patient cohort, cytopenia events were more common with IVC, because the increased efficacy of a given dose of chemotherapy administered intra-arterially allows lower doses to be given with IAC. Higher doses of chemotherapy must be given intravenously to achieve tumor control, consistent with previous findings of low vitreous chemotherapy levels following IVC in patients.\textsuperscript{35} Similarly, although the blood concentrations in patients following IAC or IVC did not differ on a “per milligram administered” basis, the actual drug concentrations measured in patient blood samples were much higher with IVC. This underscores that greater doses of drug are required with each IVC treatment to achieve the desired ocular
efficacy. In addition, the higher ocular concentrations observed with IAC in our rabbit experiments (underlying the greater efficacy of IAC) likely contribute to the reduced number of treatment cycles required. This reduces the number of cycles in which a cytopenia event could occur. Taken together, the above indicates that the greater ocular efficacy-to-systemic toxicity “ratio” seen with IAC compared with IVC is a function of the greater ocular drug concentration-to-systemic drug concentration “ratio” seen with IAC.

A possible adverse consequence of IAC is that it does not address unrecognized micrometastatic disease, which is a potential benefit of IVC pointed out by Wilson et al. Our finding that the full dose of IAC enters the systemic circulation is therefore important, although it is not known if IAC drugs have an impact on RB micrometastases at these blood concentrations. This secondary systemic effect of drugs infused into the ophthalmic artery may explain the low rate of metastasis in eyes with high-risk features, which is a potential benefit of IVC pointed out by Wilson et al. Our finding that the full dose of IAC enters the systemic circulation is therefore important, although it is not known if IAC drugs have an impact on RB micrometastases at these blood concentrations.

We previously reported a higher rate of ocular adverse events with IAC than IVC in patients. However, the majority of ocular complications reported in that study were minor and transient, such as periorcular erythema or edema. This clinical experience was recapitulated in the rabbit experiments presented here, with periorcular edema with IAC carboplatin being similar to what has been reported occasionally in IAC carboplatin-treated patients, or in patients who received carboplatin as part of multiagent therapy. We have previously demonstrated dose-dependent retinal toxicity with IAC melphalan in this rabbit model. However, with the clinically relevant melphalan doses used in the experiments presented here, these toxic effects were not seen. Other studies have reported rates of chorioretinal atrophy as high as 10% to 15% following IAC in clinical practice, and higher rates of retinal and orbital vascular adverse events were found in other animal IAC models. Treating physicians must be cognizant of this risk and the consequent possible effect on visual outcomes in selecting a treatment modality.

Conclusions

Through parallel rabbit and human studies, we demonstrated that the greater efficacy and lower toxicity associated with IAC compared with IVC is specifically attributable to the greater ocular-to-systemic drug concentration “ratio” achieved with IAC, which obviates the need for the otherwise massive intra-venous doses that would be required to achieve the high intraocular concentrations seen with IAC, which are necessary to eradicate vitreous seeds. However, treating physicians should be aware that the entire intra-arterial drug dose does ultimately reach the systemic circulation. This unified theory for the increased efficacy and decreased toxicity seen with IAC, based on the underlying principle of relative ocular-to-systemic pharmacokinetics, therefore provides a rubric with which to understand many of the previously reported clinical findings in the IAC literature.
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